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Abstract: Defending against identity-based threats, which have predominantly increased in the era of remote access and working, requires non-conventional, dynamic, intelligent, and strategic means of authenticating and authorizing. This paper aims at devising detailed risk-scoring algorithms for five real-time use cases to make identity security adaptive and risk-based. Zero-trust principles are incorporated by collecting sign-in logs and analyzing them continually to check for any anomalies, making it a dynamic approach. Users are categorized as risky and non-risky based on the calculated risk scores. While many adaptive security mechanisms have been proposed, they confine identities only to users. This paper also considers devices as having an identity and categorizes them as safe or unsafe devices. Further, results are displayed on a dashboard, making it easy for security administrators to analyze and make wise decisions like multifactor authentication, mitigation, or any other access control decisions as such.
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1. Introduction

In today’s cloud and remote working era, users (staff & administrators) access a significant number of corporate IT assets, such as business and enterprise applications, servers, etc., through laptops or mobile devices from outside the corporate-governed network boundary. In cloud computing, the gap between insiders and outsiders is very ambiguous and in certain cases, the outsiders become insiders [17]. This paradigm shift has brought several cyber security challenges to firms, and one of the biggest challenges has been Identity-based threats and exploitation, leading to several security breaches. The attack surface (externally exposed apps, user identities, user devices, emails, etc.) has increased significantly, and trusting and granting access based on static controls (which always provide the same results) is still a big risk. Thus, dynamic solutions that also consider the context and changing
environment and make access control policies accordingly are required. Traditional security measures would just include single-factor authentication, where just a username and password would suffice to authenticate a user and assume that the user is legitimate. Multi-factor authentication exists but is still not widely used and adapted. After authentication, what is the surety that the user will refrain from malicious and risky activities, and what is the surety that the device used for logging in is a compliant one? This shows that conventional security measures are static, and there is a need to adopt an approach that is dynamic and adaptive to the context.

The traditional approach makes a lot of assumptions about the users, and there is a need to incorporate the newly emerged concept of “ZERO TRUST PRINCIPLE”. An identity is a set of things that define or characterize someone or something. For example, a person’s identity includes the information they use to authenticate themselves, such as their username and password, and their level of authentication. An identity may be associated with a user, a device, an application, or something else. Just imagine if device identity is neglected, and in the era of remote working where employees are outside the company’s bounded network and security norms, it would not even take minutes for any sort of malware to spread to other devices connected over the network, allowing attackers to escalate their privileges. Therefore, there is a need to enforce more dynamic approaches to securing identities, which could be made possible by techniques like Risk-Based Authentication (RBA) and zero-trust principles. Zero trust is a security model that enables organizations to provide secure access to their resources by emphasizing “never trust, always verify”. It is based on three principles: verify explicitly (fully authenticating and authorizing every request before access is granted), least privileged access (authorizing a user only with the minimum rights that they require) and assume a breach (organizations can plan additional layers of security with this mindset).

As an integral and reliable solution, identity security safeguards the identities of an organization. This indicates that under certain circumstances, any identity, be it an IT admin, third-party vendor, remote worker, device, or application, can become privileged, creating an attack vector for an organization’s most valuable assets. This makes it necessary for an identity security strategy based on privileged access management to protect all human and machine identities across the critical asset access cycle. Each identity must be accurately authenticated, authorized with the proper permissions, and given structured access to privileged assets as part of an identity security strategy. All these actions must be done in a way that can be audited to ensure the integrity of the entire process. Identity security should enable organizations to safeguard access across any device, anywhere, and at the appropriate time, preventing them from having to pick between security and productivity.

Identity-based attacks have long been regarded as an important channel for organizations to safeguard. However, in recent years, there has been a significant increase in the number and types of identities in use. Companies, for example, have quickly adopted cloud-based technology and services to provide appealing digital experiences for their consumers to gain a competitive advantage. This leads to an increase in attacks, such as DDoS attacks, due to the increase in devices joining the network because of the increasing popularity of cloud computing and the Internet of
Things [16]. There has also been a rise in support for a distributed and remote workforce [14]. All these developments escalated dramatically in 2020 when only companies with strong digital businesses thrived. At the same time, attackers are refining their techniques and developing new approaches, all of which result in new and extended danger dimensions. Thus, despite the distinctive properties, which the cloud has, its security aspects must get more attention in order to protect the cloud and maintain its sustainability [18].

Traditional password-based authentication has proved to be weak time and again [2-4]. Passwords can easily be guessed by exploiting a victim’s Personally Identifiable Information (PII) thus putting the victim at risk.

One hacked account is generally the beginning of a security crisis. Once an attacker has gained access, they can raise privileges or obtain intelligence that will aid them in achieving their objectives. Therefore, identification has become the new security perimeter. To lessen the danger of a data breach, make it more difficult for attackers to steal identities while arming yourself with technologies that make it easier to detect compromised accounts. Hence, there is a need for stronger defence mechanisms in protecting identities.

Authentication refers to the process of proving that a person is who he/she says he/she is. Risk-based authentication is a type of authentication that tries to match the needed authentication credentials to the perceived risk of the connection or authorizations requested. On one hand, the goal is to lessen the authentication burden on users and give a better experience, while on the other, robust authentication is enforced when it is most needed [1]. The dynamic aspect of RBA is that it does not produce the same outcome for every authentication. Unlike static username and password approaches, it takes into consideration the context of the authentication and, most importantly, the risk associated with every circumstance, making it a very adaptive method to defend identities.

The motivation of the article lies in the fact that “identity is the first line of defence”, that is, if detection is done at the basic front-line levels like authentication and before the attack could propagate to the network layers, it could potentially save a lot of time and effort [15]. The project is relevant from an industrial standpoint. The goal is to come up with and consider the aptest and appropriate risk factors, and risk estimation and evaluation techniques to defend against risky threats to the identities and mitigate them.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: existing work on RBA is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 covers the proposed methodology. The result of the methodology implemented is presented in Section 4 and discussed in Section 5.

2. Related work

Authors in [5] propose a risk-based authentication solution for the problem of “lack of strength in non-continuous authentication in web applications”. It involves the use of risk-based authenticators and dynamic risk engines. It mainly focuses on maintaining a high authentication frequency in which the user’s authenticity is verified continuously but is transparent to the user. In situations of high risk, stronger
authentication is performed. This paper incorporates appropriate authentication based on the risk score derived from analysis of the identity's behavior, making it context-aware. Although it uses dynamic authentication, it only focuses on consumers or external entities, ignoring the possibility of an insider threat, which is likely to occur. This paper only considers the user identity context. However, the managed device health context is also important, especially for those internal users who may perform privileged tasks.

In [6], the authors provide a systematic review and examination of the state-of-the-art risk-based access control model. This model provides an in-depth understanding of the dynamic access control models that are needed. Other techniques that have been used include risk factors and risk estimation techniques. The paper provides detailed risk factors that are to be considered for risk-based control. It proposes nearly five risk estimation techniques and areas where they might be applicable and where they are not. The methods discussed are both risk- and context-aware, making them more specific to the threat under examination. Although this paper provides insight into the various approaches that could be used for risk-based access control, it does not mention any practical, implementable approaches to back up their study. Besides, the paper focuses mainly on attribute-based access controls, which are largely subject- and environment-based. This is good in terms of authorization and access controls, but it is very complex to gather, maintain, and leverage many attributes.

In [7] light is shed upon the ways in which cybercriminals are continually shifting the modes of attack and the best ways to combat those attacks are determined. It draws on insights, data, and signals from Microsoft, including the cloud, endpoints, and the intelligent Edge. Great insights are revealed about the consequences of the increase in the threat landscape and the change in the attack surface in the remote and hybrid working models. It emphasizes using zero trust principles, which provide the least privileged access and always assume a breach. This report provides zero trust controls for the six pillars: identities, applications, endpoints, network, infrastructure, and data. It also provides us with some riveting statistics on compromised users by various attack categories like password spray, phishing, and breach replay. It also has brought to light the fact that there has been a rise in the number of phishing emails. It claims that the security defence mechanism is far superior on the cloud than on-premises. However, large enterprises still deal with significant on-premises legacy systems, and the zero trust controls approach for this on-premises landscape has not been adequately addressed.

Authors in [8] analyze how Risk-Based Authentication is performed on eight online platforms, including such like Amazon, Facebook, Google, LinkedIn, and Twitch, based on IP address, user agent string, language, time parameter, and display resolution. The paper classifies these platforms into Single-Feature Models, Multi-Feature Models and VIP Models. The basic methodology it uses is to create accounts on these inspected online services and observe the behavior when accessing the services using these accounts in a variety of scenarios. The main benefit of this approach is the extent to which the analysis of these sites has been performed. The authors have created over 200 accounts for the inspection of the targeted online
platforms. Moreover, these online services have been trained over a period of 3.5 months. This does not consider all RBA approaches that could have been implemented by social media sites, like canvas fingerprinting. Their focus has been only on changing IP addresses, user agent strings, languages, time parameters, and display resolution. Furthermore, the risk scores have been estimated beforehand for the scenarios provided, making the approach static. In an ideal scenario, the risk scores would be calculated dynamically to ensure better detection of risks.

In [9], the writers present an intelligent risk-based authentication method based on temporal access behavior for general applications on mobile devices. Logs have been collected and features extracted based on user access to applications, and the data has been trained using random forest classifiers. This paper implements a dynamic approach by running the authentication implicitly in the background on smartphones. The classification of applications is purely based on the frequency of usage of the application, and this is not a good indicator since more important applications like banking applications could be used less frequently. Though the proposed methodology seems convincing, it has not been tested on real smartphone devices.

In [10], the author Kim Phan provides an analysis of the trustworthiness of user roles and system assets to improve the resilience of A-MFA systems. Improving the accuracy and complexity of adaptive MFA systems is critical for the system administrator. Techniques like risk-based authentication and the Dynamic Risk Engine have been used. Through this paper, a methodology is proposed that increases the robustness of the present A-MFA. This paper provides a methodology to calculate the trustworthiness of a user, which aids in identifying circumstances where consumers’ trustworthiness rises. False rejections and inaccuracies in biometric technology have been observed. In addition, the load on users while utilizing this approach for adaptive MFA has not been measured.

Authors in [11] perform multiple methods of re-authentication and compare them to each other. The basic idea is to take the State Of The Art (SOTA), SUBJECT (SUBJECT), and LINK (LINK) methods and perform them independently on a set of volunteers to understand which is the most effective and reliable method out of the three. The following concept is to compare the many types of attacks that could be used against these security solutions. The full evaluation has been carried out in the presence of many users, which could aid in the detection and observation of non-functional security issues. The statistical method of evaluation has also helped in checking the effectiveness of a security method. Since the test has been carried out on a sample, it cannot always be said to represent the full population. Moreover, since consumers disable re-authentication when prompted too frequently in the real world, statistical data may have overlooked emotional tendencies.

It is observed that most of the works have employed “risk history” (the user’s previous risk values for a certain resource, whether good or bad) as a primary risk factor (refer to Section 3.1 for more information on risk factors) and have not incorporated “zero trust principles”. Mostly a high-level emphasis has been given on the risk factors that contribute to the risk scores but the detailed risk estimation technique (how to calculate risk scores considering the risk factors) has not been
discussed. The device identity has not been taken under consideration while evaluating the risk. Moreover, the risk factors are application-specific and vary from paper to paper.

3. Proposed methodology

The proposed methodology involves a dynamic risk analysis that detects anomalies, i.e., any form of suspicious behavior. Fig. 1 demonstrates the proposed methodology and model architecture.

Fig. 1 follows a three-tier architecture, which includes storing log information in the backend database, processing the input, analyzing the data using the risk scoring algorithms to calculate risk scores in the middle layer, and presenting results on a dashboard in the front end. The top layer is completely related to the user information gathered. When end users interact with Salesforce or Azure portal, their activity logs are collected with the help of MS Azure Active Directory. Microsoft Intune helps capture the ID of the device from which the user logs in (MAC address). There exists a table in the database consisting of all users whose credentials have been compromised and sold on the dark web. These would be compared every time with the credentials encountered during login. If the login credentials exist in the compromised credentials table, it means that there is a high risk associated with these credentials. The middle layer deals with processing the information gathered. All the information collected would be in JSON format. The “Data collection and transformation parser” parses this JSON data into strings and feeds this into the MySQL database using the “DB adaptor.” The stored information is then analyzed using risk score algorithms for various use cases. If further advanced analysis is required, REST API calls could be made to the Active Directory for further help. After the analysis is done, the SOC analysts and application administrators are notified via dashboards or emails.

![Fig. 1. Proposed architecture](image)

This paper takes into consideration a few use cases that analyze the login logs of the users and produce a risk score. These risk scores are finally assigned weights based on their significance and a total risk score is derived. The SOC analyst is presented with a dashboard displaying the risk scores and details of all users and a decision on mitigating the user is taken.
3.1. Risk factors

Choosing risk variables that effectively influence access decisions is one of the key components of a risk-based access control approach. To calculate the risk value attached to the access request, a variety of risk variables can be used. These can include risk history, context, the benefits of the user (privileges a user acquires on being granted access to certain resources), etc. The proposed methodology has been implemented on a subset of real-world use cases, considering risk factors in this paper. Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.4, and 3.1.5 explain these use cases in detail.

3.1.1. Impossible travel

This risk factor makes use of user travel velocity based on the login time and location and assigns a travel risk score. This detects an impossible travel time between the locations and increases the risk score accordingly. The risk score can take any value in the interval 0-5. This algorithm calculates the risk score by comparing the velocity of the identified travel with the maximum possible travel velocity, which has been considered to be 240 m/s, the average speed of a flight [13]. Algorithm 1 shows the calculation of the risk score.

\[
\text{Risk Score} = 5 \times \frac{\text{Speed}}{\text{maxSpeed}}
\]

Algorithm 1. Impossible Travel

Step 1. Begin

Step 2. Input: Geo points of consecutive login locations and time difference between login derived from sign-in logs using Azure

Step 3. Output: Travel Risk Score

Step 4. Calculate the speed of the possible travel

Step 5. If No change in location Then

Step 6. risk ← 0

Step 7. return risk

Step 8. End If

Step 9. If Change in location and time difference = 0 Then

Step 10. risk ← 5

Step 11. return risk

Step 12. End If

Step 13. maxSpeed ← 0.24

Step 14. risk ← 5 \times (\text{Speed}/\text{maxSpeed})

Step 15. return risk

Step 16. End

3.1.2. Anonymity Sign In

The Tor browser is a web browser that helps anonymize web traffic using the Tor network. In the case of an anonymous login, the entire login information is not available through the collected login logs, as the user might be using a Tor browser to conceal their identity. This behavior could be risky and must be mitigated. This information can be analyzed using the “riskEventType” attribute of the log.
Algorithm 2. Anonymity Sign In
Step 1. Begin
Step 2. Input: “riskEventType” field from sign in logs using Azure
Step 3. Output: If sign in was anonymous or not
Step 4. If riskEventType = “Anonymous” Then
Step 5. return true
Step 6. End If
Step 7. return false
Step 8. End

3.1.3. Atypical user Sign In
This use case focuses on the atypical behavior of user logins. Here, the user’s logs are analyzed for abnormal and suspicious login attempts. The user’s initial sign-in (during account creation) is compared with the last 10 logs. While verifying the last 10 sign-in logs, if consecutive logs match, we check if they match the initial sign-in. If the logs match the initial sign-in, we increase the confidence level by 0.5; if not, we increase it by 0.45. With every break in the consistency of the last 10 logs, the confidence is decreased by half. This algorithm ensures that if the latest 10 logs are all the same and match the initial sign-in, the user receives a confidence score of 5 (0.5×10), and if they are consistent but do not match the initial sign-in, a confidence score of 4.5 (0.45×10) is achieved. To check for consistency, we check for consistency in the location, browser, and device among the logs. Thus, this use case is divided into sub-use cases. Sections 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.2, and 3.1.3.3 depict atypical location sign-in, atypical browser sign-in, and atypical device sign-in, respectively.

3.1.3.1. Atypical Location Sign In
This is a category of the use case “Atypical User Sign In” described in Section 3.1.3. Here, abnormalities in the user’s location are accounted for, and the user is assigned a location risk score.

Algorithm 3.1. Atypical location login in
Step 1. Begin
Step 2. Input: Sign in logs of the user
Step 3. Output: Location risk score
Step 4. initialCountry ← user’s country in earliest sign in log (during account creation)
Step 5. locationConfidence ← 0
Step 6. If totalLogs < 10 Then
Step 7. n ← totalLogs
Step 8. Else
Step 9. n ← 10
Step 10. End If
Step 11. For i ← totalLogs − n To n − 1 Do
Step 12. If country(i) = country (i + 1) Then
Step 13. If country(i) = initialCountry Then
Step 14. locationConfidence += 0.5
Step 15. Else
Step 16. locationConfidence += 0.45
Step 17. End If
Step 18. Else
Step 19. locationConfidence /= 2
Step 20. End If
Step 21. End For
Step 22. Risk ← 5 − locationConfidence
Step 23. return risk
Step 24. End

3.1.3.2. Atypical Browser Sign in

This is a category of the risk factor “Atypical User Sign In” described in Section 3.1.3. Here, abnormalities in the user’s browsers are accounted for, and the user is assigned a browser risk score.

Algorithm 3.2. Atypical browser login in

Step 1. Begin
Step 2. Input: Sign in logs of the user
Step 3. Output: Browser risk score
Step 4. initialBrowser ← user’s browser in earliest sign in log (during account creation)
Step 5. browserConfidence ← 0
Step 6. If totalLogs < 10 Then
Step 7. n ← totalLogs
Step 8. Else
Step 9. n ← 10
Step 10. End If
Step 11. For i ← totalLogs − n To n − 1 Do
Step 12. If browser (i) = browser (i + 1) Then
Step 13. If browser (i) = initialBrowser Then
Step 14. browserConfidence += 0.5
Step 15. Else
Step 16. browserConfidence += 0.45
Step 17. End If
Step 18. Else
Step 19. browserConfidence /= 2
Step 20. End If
Step 21. End For
Step 22. Risk ← 5 − browserConfidence
Step 23. return risk
Step 24. End

3.1.3.3. Atypical Device Sign In

This is a category of the risk factor “Atypical User Sign In” described in Section 3.1.3. Here, abnormalities in the user’s device are accounted for, and the user is assigned a device risk score.
Algorithm 3.3. Atypical device login in
Step 1. Begin
Step 2. Input: Sign in logs of the user
Step 3. Output: Device risk score
Step 4. initialDevice ← user’s device in earliest sign in log (during account creation)
Step 5. deviceConfidence ← 0
Step 6. If totalLogs < 10 Then
Step 7. n ← totalLogs
Step 8. Else
Step 9. n ← 10
Step 10. End If
Step 11. For i ← totalLogs − n To n − 1 Do
Step 12. If device (i) = device (i + 1) Then
Step 13. If device (i) = initialDevice Then
deviceConfidence += 0.5
Step 14. Else
deviceConfidence += 0.45
Step 15. End If
Step 16. Else
deviceConfidence /= 2
Step 17. End If
Step 18. End If
Step 19. deviceConfidence /= 2
Step 20. End If
Step 21. End For
Step 22. Risk ← 5 − deviceConfidence
Step 23. return risk
Step 24. End

3.1.4. Compromised credentials
The dark web is a black market where transactions involving drugs, stolen credentials, credit card details, etc. are sold or brokered. This is a part of the world wide web that isn’t visible to search engines and requires an anonymous browser like Tor to be accessed. Credentials hacked by hackers can be bought from the dark web by paying hundreds to thousands of dollars or even more. [12] shows the dark web scan of a sample company. Ideally, compromised credentials must be purchased from the dark web and stored in a database, but for implementation purposes, a few of the user’s credentials are manually added into a table called “user compromised” as credentials that have been hacked and sold on the dark web. Using this risk factor, it is verified during user login if the credentials used by the user are compromised. If the account is found to be compromised, the user is redirected to the reset password page.

Algorithm 4. Compromised Credentials
Step 1. Begin
Step 2. Input: Username and password from user login page
Step 3. Output: Redirect to the necessary page and update password risk
Step 4. If user credentials are found in “user_compromised” table Then
Step 6. update password risk as 5 in database
Step 7. redirect to “reset password” page
Step 8. Else
Step 9. update password risk as 0 in database
Step 10. authenticate user and successfully login
Step 11. End If
Step 12. End

3.1.5. Login from Unsafe Device
A device is safe if it is registered on Azure AD and unsafe if it is not. Microsoft Intune helps collect device ID information. During login, if the sign-in logs contain a device ID associated with the respective user, the device is safe. If the "deviceId" field in the sign-in logs happens to be empty, this is an indication that the user is logging in from a device that is not registered, making it an unsafe device.

Algorithm 5. Login from Unsafe Device
Step 1. Begin
Step 2. Input: Login logs of user
Step 3. Output: Whether user logged in using registered device or not
Step 4. deviceID ← device ID obtained from logs
Step 5. If deviceID not empty Then
Step 6. return true
Step 7. End If
Step 8. return false
Step 9. End

3.2. Calculation of final risk score
The final risk score of the user is calculated using the risk scores derived from the use cases. These scores are given weights based on the priority and importance they hold in detecting an identity threat.

The use cases “unsafe device” and “anonymous sign-in” do not have a risk score associated with them and have not been added to the final risk score. However, these risk factors have been indicated on the dashboard when a user is further examined. This is because these risk factors carry a Boolean value of yes or no. These risk factors, though important, would not justify their impact on the risk score. For example, if we consider the ‘unsafe device’ use case, the risk score can be 0/5 or 5/5. However, if a legitimate user logs in from an unregistered device, carrying a risk score of 5/5 would not be justified. Hence, these risk factors are accounted for in the “total number of violations” and are mentioned on every user’s examination page. On the other hand, the “compromised credentials” use case is accounted for in the total risk score since a user whose credentials are compromised and available on the dark web is at great threat, and a score of 5/5 is justified. It is possible to consider unsafe devices and anonymous sign-in for the final risk score by giving them a very small weight, but this is avoided here in this paper. Below is the derivation of the total risk score.
Let:
- \( w_1 \) = Weight of travel risk in final risk score
- \( w_2 \) = Weight of location risk in final risk score
- \( w_3 \) = Weight of browser risk in final risk score
- \( w_4 \) = Weight of device risk in final risk score
- \( w_5 \) = Weight of password risk in final risk score
- \( r_1 \) = Travel risk obtained using (1) and Algorithm 1
- \( r_2 \) = Location risk obtained using Algorithm 3.1
- \( r_3 \) = Browser risk obtained using Algorithm 3.2
- \( r_4 \) = Device risk obtained using Algorithm 3.3
- \( r_5 \) = Password risk obtained using Algorithm 4

(2) \( \text{TotalRisk} = (w_1 \times r_1 + w_2 \times r_2 + w_3 \times r_3 + w_4 \times r_4 + w_5 \times r_5). \)

The total risk can have a maximum value of five and each of the individual risk scores can have a maximum value of five. Hence from (2), the sum of all weights = 5.

Based on the importance of the use case in determining if an identity threat has occurred, this paper has considered the weights to have a relation to the form:

(3) \( w_1 > w_2 > w_3 = w_4 > w_5. \)

(3) describes the relative weights of the risk scores. \( w_1 \) (travel) must be the highest followed by \( w_2 \) (location). The weight assigned for browser and device risks must be much lesser than location. Password risk is weighted the least. With the help of (3), the weights have been calculated using harmonic series. \( w_1 \) is assigned an initial value of 1 and the rest follow a harmonic series as shown in (4).

(4) \( x \left(1 + \frac{1}{2^2} + \frac{1}{4^2} + \frac{1}{3^2} + \frac{1}{16} \right) = 5. \)

Solving for \( x \) in (4),
(5) \( x = \frac{16 \times 5}{33} = \frac{80}{33}. \)

Substituting \( x \) in (4),

(6) \( w_1 = \frac{80}{33}, \)
(7) \( w_2 = \frac{40}{33}, \)
(8) \( w_3 = \frac{20}{33}, \)
(9) \( w_4 = \frac{20}{33}, \)
(10) \( w_5 = \frac{5}{33}. \)

Substituting (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10) in (2),

(11) \( \text{TotalRisk} = \frac{(80 \times r_1 + 40 \times r_2 + 20 \times r_3 + 20 \times r_4 + 5 \times r_5)}{33 \times 5}. \)

3.3. User mitigation

A “Risk Investigation” group is created in Azure Active Directory. The analyst can add any user found to be suspicious or risky to the risk investigation group by clicking the mitigate button on the dashboard. Further investigation and action can be taken by the admin on these users. Fig. 2 shows the users added to the risky group on Azure AD.
4. Results and discussions

4.1. Implementation

50 users were onboarded into an Azure AD tenant. User details and sign-in logs on Azure AD are collected using Java 11 with the help of graph APIs when users interact with Salesforce. These logs are added to the database using “MySQL connector-java-8.0.11” connector for Java and risk scores are calculated upon analyzing the logs collected. These risk scores are then updated in the database. A final risk score is calculated for each user based on the scores obtained in the use cases.

APIs accessed via Tomcat 10 server are created for getting and putting data into the database. Finally, a dashboard has been created with the help of Jakarta servlets to access the findings and bootstrap to present them. The project has been built using Maven with the help of Eclipse IDE.

- The admin dashboard is shown in Fig. 3 where all the users’ information is displayed.
- The rows of this table can be sorted based on various attributes like username, initial login device, initial login location, the total number of login attempts, confidence level, risk level, and number of violations (number of risk factors having
score > 3 and any other Boolean violation) by the user. This enables the admin to sort based on risk scores or the number of violations and take required actions on risky users.

- The “examine” button provided along with each user provides more information about the user.
- If suspected risky, the admin can mitigate using the “mitigate” button against each user. This adds the user to the “Risk Investigation” group created on Azure AD and the admin can take further actions on the user.
- In Fig. 3, the users highlighted in green are safe and those in red require further verification. These four users will be examined in detail in the following sections.

4.2. Risky user examination

- It can be seen from Fig. 3 that Sarah has a final risk score of 3.26/5 which makes her a risky user as the risk score > 3.
- When the “Examine” button is clicked more details of the respective user are displayed as shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4. More Information about user Sarah](image)

- Anonymous Login shows “YES” implying that Sarah would have used a TOR browser to login in the last few attempts. Therefore, there is a need to enforce MFA or verify further if it is genuinely Sarah who is using the TOR browser or a hacker who is using her account anonymously.

```json
{ 'id': 'userPrincipalName=Sarah.TorUser@contoso.com', 'createdDateTime': '2021-11-11T02:54:42Z', 'userDisplayName': 'Sarah TorUser', 'userPrincipalName': 'Sarah.TorUser@contoso.com', 'userID': 'c404b530-5bfe-492d-9705-95b750f57794', 'appID': 'c404b530-5bfe-492d-9705-95b750f57794', 'applicationName': 'Azure Portal', 'IpAddress': '100.70.100.20', 'clientAppId': 'Browser', 'correlationId': 'b1e4beb-d8b7-4d6a-8d40-b04b5e2ef2f', 'conditionAccessStatus': 'notApplid', 'conditionAppId': 'resetAppId', 'isMdmCall': 'true', 'riskLevelAggregated': 'high', 'riskLevelBurglarImpInfo': 'high', 'riskLevelMalware': 'low', 'riskLevelType': [ 'AnonymousIPAddress', 'riskEventTypes_v2': [ ] ], 'anonymizedIPAddress' }
```

Fig. 5. Sarah’s login record indicating anonymous login
• In Fig. 5, the “riskEventTypes” field shows “anonymizedIPAdress” which is an indication of an anonymous sign-in.

• The graph in Fig. 4 also shows Sarah has got an extremely high-risk score of 5 in the use case “impossible travel” alone and moderate risk scores in the other use cases making the travel risk extremely high affecting the final risk score.

Fig. 6. Sarah’s sign-in logs

• Fig. 6 depicts sign-in logs of Sarah. It is observed that she logged in from Karnataka, India, and within a very less time difference, she even logged in from Wilen, Austria which is practically not possible. As there is a maximum velocity it takes to travel from India to Austria, but the velocity calculated from the collected logs is excessively higher than the maximum one. Therefore, the travel risk of this user calculated using the risk scoring algorithms devised is high and this could also hint at a DDOS situation.

4.3. Safe user examination

• User Karthik as observed in Fig. 3 shows that he has a high confidence level which makes it obvious that the final risk score is very low implying that this user is not a risky user.

• Fig. 7 depicts the risks related to all the use cases, so the location, browser, and device risks have a score lesser than 2 making them non-risky.

Fig. 7. More Information about user Karthik
4.4. Safe device

- As shown in Fig. 9, the dashboard displays user Colby’s device as a “registered device” indicating that the device, which he used to sign in, is safe and registered.
  - A device is considered registered if Microsoft Intune can collect the deviceId in the sign-in logs as shown in Fig. 10.
4.5. Unsafe device

In Fig. 11, “Registered Device” field displays “NO” as in the graph explorer as seen in Fig. 12, the “deviceId” field is empty indicating that the user Beatrice has logged in from an unregistered device making it an unsafe device.

4.6. Compromise credentials

Fig. 13 depicts Table “user_compromised” which contains all the compromised credentials and Fig. 14 contains the current credentials of the users. When user Michael tries to log in using his credentials, he would be asked to reset his password and would be redirected to the reset password page as depicted in Figs 15 and 16, respectively.
5. Conclusion and future enhancements

This paper proposes a methodology to protect identities by defending them against any threats by considering identity (instead of network) as a security perimeter. A modern, strategic, and intelligent way of authenticating is introduced. The sign-in logs are collected and analyzed every “30 minutes”, implying that the risk scores are also calculated and updated every 30 minutes. This approach justifies the dynamic aspect of the work done and incorporates the zero-trust principles of “keep verifying and always assuming a breach”. Five real-time use cases have been chosen, and accordingly, risk-scoring algorithms have been devised. Thus, making this approach risk-based and adaptive to the changing environment, lets appropriate actions or decisions to be taken (mitigating risky users). Hence, even though a user has been authenticated with the right set of credentials, it has never been assumed that the user is legitimate. Utmost priority is given to the risk scores obtained by continually checking and verifying for any risky behavior or anomaly.

The scope of the paper is confined to a subset of the millions of real-time use cases, but there is scope to extend them to more real-time use cases. Users and devices (health postures) have been considered as identities, but service applications could also be taken into consideration. The future scope could also include a detailed exploration of access control decisions. At present, risky users are just mitigated, but more sophisticated actions can be taken against them.
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